
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (17) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 22th of January 2019 

Location: C2.04 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Marc Janvier-Olsen, Artem Gryshchenko, Viktoriia 

Akhankova, Tom Flipse, Siddharth Jethwani, Ana Mar 

Kreutzenbeck Pérez.   

 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Naya Manuputty 

 

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Action list OV  

9. Topic 2: Let Me Tell you Project 

10. Topic 3: Evaluation Weekend  

11. Topic 4: Events for the Year  

12. Any other business 

13. Points for the CSR 

14. Points for the Media 

15. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alex opens the meeting at 09:05.  

 

2. Announcements  

Birgit and Artem are late. Artem has to leave earlier as well. Nadya can’t go to her next PC 

meeting (Psychology), Sid will go in her place.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 16 

The minutes of the PV of the 15th of January are set without changes.  

4. Action points  

The action list is updated and the Pre Memorie is read to the PV. 

 

200122-1: Sid will schedule a meeting to ask Niklas about / update him on the language of the 

master Clinical Psychology.  

 

5. Mail 

200122-2: All council members communicate their input for the chair meeting with the CvB to 

Alex. 

 

6. Updates  

There were no updates by the committee chairs.  

 

Update by the chair 

During the last days, several meetings took place and important topics were discussed.  

Mike sent in his resignation letter, so he will no longer be a part of the council from now on. 

During the agenda-setting meeting, we agreed on the following OV topics: Communication 

Science NF, FSR FMG Policy Plan and Psychology Selection Procedure (Nf at Psychology will 

be reduced by 50 according to a new national law). We will further discuss these in the PV. 

Also, the dean will update us on some of her action points from the previous meetings. 

Additionally, the OR reminded us that we have to also invite them to the ODC meetings and 

they are eager to continue collaborating with us in the OER process. 

 

Update by the delegate to the CSR 

Last week in the CSR we were discussing a range of important and emergent topics. The PV 

started with an exchange of thoughts regarding the RvT profiles, which soon will be used to 

recruit a new member of this particular supervisory board of the UvA. We continued with a 

discussion on the extended hours of UB Singel library, more specifically on how to evaluate 

the successfulness of it (the pilot already started, we can study more every day till April!!). In 

the end of the day, the current discussion was transferred to O&F.  
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Furthermore, we had a discussion on the Green Commitment from the Green Office, which 

falls in line with our current discussions on the FMG. Members of the CSR had mixed feelings 

on various issues regarding certain commitment. 

Last but not the least, we continued with a discussion on Dry January initiative, now in 

relation to alcohol-free borrel that might take place in the end of the month, in CREA. 

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set with some changes, communication NF and OER’en are added.  

 

8. Topic 1: Action list OV (phase: decision) 

The council skims through the action list made at the 2nd consultation meeting with the dean. 

Robin will send Sterre an update on the action points.  

 

9. Topic 2: Numerus Fixus (NF) at Communication Science 

It is unpredictable how much students will come every year, what else can be done to limit the 

numbers of students at Communication Science? There should be a limit of 650, the program 

cannot house / teach any more.  

 

What does the FSR think of the implementation of NF in this particular course? Birgit worries 

about diversity: maybe first generation students will be less likely to apply. There will be a 

higher obstacle for these students when there is a NF, in the sense that they might have less 

confidence in getting through the selection and / or these candidates might be less aware of the 

early deadlines that come with a NF. How can we be assured that diversity will be kept in mind? 

Alex heard that looking back (looking at the first generation students that have made it to the 

bachelor) this might be a bit out of proportion, the issue might be not that big. 

 

Ana mar wonders if it is possible to give a conditional positive advice, maybe with the condition 

that the UvA tries to inform students in high schools or HBO institutions. Birgit thinks 

candidates should be helped with the practical part of the application process. Tom thinks this 

is a responsibility for the government, and not for the UvA. CS has stated not to market the 

bachelor any more, since it is already this popular. And if we would start helping first generation 

students with applying to CS, we would need to do so for every NF program. The dean would 

probably not be in favour of that.  

` Does the FSR like the selection criteria? Alex is not in favour of using only the exam 

results as a ranking, this does not take into account mental health (in stressful events). Birgit 

agrees, but does not think past experience should be included either, since this selection is 

regarding mostly high school students.  

Artem does think, however, that an exam is an objective means, which is better than a 

subjective means like a motivation letter. However, two different exams are used in the process, 

and one exam might be harder than the other exam, which might endanger the objectivity as 
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well. Also: students might be leaking the first exam to other students. Both exams should be on 

the same level of difficulty. Artem thinks we should ask all questions that we as the FSR have. 

Marc thinks maybe CS should install target quota for diversity. This would not be a binding 

quotum, but a guideline.  

Tom; if there is room for 650 students, only 550 people will actually start the program. 

The other students will drop out at the last minute and go to another program, because they 

have registered ‘just to be sure’. So the prediction states that a NF will result in 75 less students 

per cohort than whom are applying now. Tom would like to propose a higher number for the 

NF, so there will be a margin for the expected dropouts.  

Sid is worried about the equality of opportunities, first generation students, students 

from another educational level, etc.. We should ask about the selection criteria including more 

than just grades, mental health, IB, and objectivity in the exams. Our right is to give our opinion 

to the CSR, the CSR will have the actual rights to the NF at CS.  

 

Process: Tom and Artem will write a strategy document prior to the OV preparation 

 

200122-3: Ana Mar will discuss the Numerus Fixus at Communication Science in her next 

diversity meetings, to see how we can tackle the attraction of first generation students.  

 

10. Topic 2: Let Me Tell you Project (phase: discussion) 

The council is provided an update on the Let Me Tell You Project. The works will be hung up 

next week. The opening event of the exhibition is on the 4th of February at 16:00. The dean, 

Marieke and some of the artists will be speaking, as well as Minou. Alex will send some 

information to Sid, so he can help promoting the event on Instagram.  

  

11. Topic 3: Evaluation Weekend (phase: discussion) 

The council is given an update about the evaluation weekend and the planning of it. Sid is 

working on the planning, he should have it ready by Friday and we will discuss it next PV.  

 

200122-4: The taskforce for the evaluation weekend looks into the possibilities of grocery 

shopping / Picnic delivery. 

 

12. Topic 4: Events for the year (phase: orientation/decision) 

Taskforce promotion and media presents a proposal surrounding the events they wish to execute 

for the year to the council. Based on the events file, we will vote on the 5 best options in next 

week’s PV.  

The focus group for student involvement is similar to the DoR, but regardless, Birgit 

will start to organise the DoR. PR has a meeting this afternoon, council members could join.  

 

13. Topic 5: OER’en 
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The program specific OER’en will be divided among the council members. Birgit recognises 

that the council has two big taskforces; finances and OER. So Brigit would not be in favour of 

having a program specific OER to investigate by herself, this will be too much pressure on the 

taskforce finances. Teun agrees with Birgit.  

Tom; if the taskforce finances states that they do not want to help with the OER’en, that 

will be problematic since all of the work will come down to the E&C committee and E&C will 

not be able to perform any other tasks besides the OER’en. Sid would appreciate it if Birgit 

could help, but does understand that he cannot force Birgit to help. Alex thinks there is a lot of 

overlap between specific FSR files and the OER’en.  

 Birgit had to give up a lot of files at the beginning and the end of the year since she is 

busy with the finance taskforce. Birgit does not want to be obliged to help, since she wants to 

work on her own files, and when she would spend too much time on the OER’en, she would 

not be able to realise what she really wants to realise this year. Teun wants to help as well, but 

does not want to help at the same level as the OER’en taskforce members. Birgit has 

experienced via a PC that the OER’en are important, but that they are not changed that much 

every year, so we do not need to overestimate the workload.   

 Tom confirms that some OER’en include more issues than other ones. E&C would be 

willing to take on the bigger and more complicated ones. The (changes in the) less complicated 

ones could be handled by council members whom are in the taskforce finances. The biggest 

responsibility will be on E&C.  

 

Process: the DB will come up with a more specific plan of action. All ODC’s should focus on 

organising their meetings, the OER’en should be discussed before the end of march.  

 

13. Any other business 

• Birgit cannot go to the PC of  Sociology on the 16th of March.  Birgit will send the 

council members an email about it, so they can look into their own availability.  

• Vika is done with the Toilet Paper, 4 more should be ordered since there are more frames 

now.  

• Sid had heard back about the Dutch classes. The classes start at the 28th, council 

members who are not able to make it have to make that known.  

• 200122-5: Ana Mar prepares a half year budget report by the first PV of February 

 

• 200122-6: Tom checks whether he can go to the PC POW.  

 

14. Points for the CSR 

No time to discuss this point. 

 

15. Points for the Media 

No time to discuss this point. 
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16. Questions and Closing  

Alex closes the meeting at 10:59. 

 

Action list 

200122-1: Sid will schedule a meeting to ask Niklas about / update him on the language of the 

master Clinical Psychology.  

200122-2: All council members communicate their input for the chair meeting with the CvB to 

Alex. 

200122-3: Ana Mar will discuss the Numerus Fixus at Communication Science in her next 

diversity meetings, to see how we can tackle the attraction of first generation students.  

200122-4: The taskforce for the evaluation weekend looks into the possibilities of grocery 

shopping / Picnic delivery. 

200122-5: Ana Mar prepares a half year budget report by the first PV of February 

200122-6: Tom checks whether he can go to the PC POW.  

200115-2: All council members look over the changes for the OER ILO and send his/her 

questions about this to Teun before monday 27/1. 

200115-3: Tom will add to the working agreements that council members cannot go abroad. 

200115-5: Nadya will look into the reasons for the FMG not to offer an English clinical 

psychology master, discuss it in the ODC meeting and report back to the FSR. 

191211-6: Teun asks the ODC POW about the problems regarding internships. 

191211-7: The ODC of Psychology (Teun) sets up datumprikkers for their next meetings.  

191204-1: Sid and Ana Mar investigate cultural trainings/ cultural diversity at the UvA. 

191127-5: Marc writes a short evaluation on their own files, look at the progress that has been 

made, and future plans (drop the file, start a new project)? Everyone shares the evaluation with 

their committee and on the Google Drive. (Evaluation of not more than 1 page per person).  

191127-7: In the PC meetings, everyone asks the personal contact info (phone numbers and 

emails) of their PC members and BoS-students. Sid and Birgit will make sure the platform is 

set up.  

191014-10: Artem sends the hoodies to the printing company (if needed, Minou will help). 

191014-13: O&F committee look into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan). 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no later 

than 24 hours before the PV. 

160426-8: The AS forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading Confidential. 

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed. 

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB. 

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s. 

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the domain, 

it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC. 

170117-8: Everyone pays attention to the fact that OCs are sometimes partly English and thus 

all communication with them is in both Dutch and English. 
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170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it. 

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails. 

171013-7: Every one puts updates of workgroups in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV. 

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated. 

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts. 

190212-7: All OC listeners ask whether the OC sends its advice to the FSR. 

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a PC meeting. 

191113-6: Birgit will write a rough version of the evaluation on the DoR. 

191211-4: The FSR ’19-‘20 makes sure the FSR of ’20-‘21 plans their first ODC’s right at the 

start of the year (OR should be invited as well).  

 


